Pre Enrollment Information

Why Take Dance At

We specialize in providing world class dance training with old-fashioned
values. We have the most number of Valedictorians in our area.
We are consistently medal awarded at the largest International ballet
competition in the world: Youth America Grand Prix.
The studio director, Christine Rich has won the prestigious YAGP
Outstanding Choreographer twice out of a field of 1,000 choreographers.
That means each student will experience a positive, chaos-free atmosphere
that will inspire them to their fullest potential not only in the performing
arts of dance, but also as an individual.












Confidence
Increased self-esteem
Time management
Friendship
Self-leadership
Coordination
Physical and mental achievement
Etiquette and politeness
Stamina and flexibility
Dance training that is exceptional not just for a community this size,
but for any community
 …and more.

These are all the benefits from being enrolled at the Christine Rich Studio
Dance Academy.
The Christine Rich Studio encourages each student to achieve the highest
potential for them individually…which may mean higher achievements than
their parents imagined for their child!
Success stories abound from the transformational nature of dance at CRS,
a nationally recognized training dance and ballet school:

 Young students with sensory issues and no speech abilities, despite
speech therapy interventions, blossomed from the Primary Program
at age 3-4 and within one year were talking successfully.
 Youngsters with emotional issues dismissed from pre-schools, going
on to become professional dancers with honors in school, and $50K
scholarships after participation in the Excellence Program.
 Obese children who lost the weight, became amazing dancers and
got their Ph.D. in dance…and yes, were a member of the CRS
Excellence Program.
Training thousands of children from the community over the decades has
proven that our dance program can accelerate a child into the world of
professional dance or the best colleges.

Look at these college programs our
alumni have attended. Dance is an
INVESTMENT INTO YOUR CHILD’S
FUTURE.
With our CRS students attending with honors, at:









Harvard,
Princeton,
Cal Tech,
Butler in ballet,
MIT (to name a few)
or to professional dance
or to acting careers in Hollywood or Broadway,
or to most major dance programs in colleges.

Our dance lessons nurture and develop the skills to give your child
advantages for their immediate and future life.

From graduates as neuroscientists to ballet company dancers, (and too
many Uni High School students to count), the Christine Rich Studio (CRS)
has the after-school education to foster the advantages for your child.
Our alumni have graced the stages of Broadway, Off-Broadway, Hollywood,
Ballet Pacifico, Washington Ballet, San Diego Ballet, Eisenhower Dance
Ensemble, Joffrey Ballet, Cirque du Soliel, Ringling Bros. Circus, The
National Ballet of Canada, The Washington School of Ballet, Ellison, the
International finals at New York City Center for Youth America Grand Prix,
and Harid Ballet Conservatory to name a few.
CRS takes great pride in providing fun, challenging, and professional dance
classes for students age 2 or 3 years through adult at all levels whether for
the recreational or the pre-professional student.
Both types of students have a welcome training environment!
Our internationally trained staff brings world-class training right here to our
community in Champaign county with encouraging warmth.

Christine Rich Studio puts on amazing, engaging ballets each year in May.

VIDEOS TO WATCH!
Click here to see a short video about CRS or here for a 30 second “inside
CRS” video.

We have an outstanding reputation both locally and amongst the dance
world.
Families often comment how nurturing, educational, and joyous their
experience is between their child and the CRS staff.
Parents appreciate the old-fashioned values that their child learns at
Christine Rich Studio such as:








a requirement to be punctual
dress code
following classroom policies
being prepared
accountability
manners and friendship,
and many more!

BEFORE & AFTERS - CHECK OUT OUR
KIDS
Click here to see our Before & After Students. See their early dance
pictures as a toddler or young child and look at their progress many years
later. Your child can do this as well! It just takes year-round training at
CRS.

YOUTH AMERICA GRAND PRIX
WINNERS
AN INTERNATIONAL BALLET COMPETITION
While there are many dance competitions, there is only ONE elite
competition and that is Youth America Grand Prix.
Many dance studios cannot get accepted to this international competition
where ALL of the world’s ballet companies attend to look for talent in the
making.
The Christine Rich Studio Dance Academy has competed and won in the
prestigious Youth America Grand Prix international ballet competition
multiple times over the past decade both in Chicago and Indianapolis as
well as the world finals in NYC.
We have had medalists in all categories (classical, contemporary, male and
female and ensembles/duets). With so many competitions handing out a
medal for every participant, at YAGP, you have to earn it. If there are 250
competitors, there is only one 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place award and our
students have finished in those medals winnings. With invitations to the
NYC finals (only for medalists) CRS students have placed in the Top
12 in the world! That feat is truly an accomplishment.
Studio Director, Christine Rich has been awarded the prestigious
Outstanding Choreographer twice (a rare feat) at Youth America
Grand Prix and is on the world elite YAGP top Contemporary
Choreographers list.

BUILDING/FACILITY
Our newly constructed 10,000 sq ft building is truly one of a kind in our
country.
It has dual uses. When it’s not being used as the Christine Rich Studio, the
walls open to transform into a magical theatrical space seating 350 with full
stage lighting.

Our facility provides luxury appointments throughout: beautiful awardwinning landscape and waterfalls outside, and inside a state-of-the-art
facility ideal for superior dance training and performances.

THE MANY FACILITY LUXURIES
INCLUDED ARE:


















13’ high ceilings
Full theater stage
Floating wood floor to reduce injury from impact
Permanent installation of slip-resistant dance Marley floor overlay
found in professional studios
Multiple natural light sources
Climate and dust controlled
Ceiling fans
Closed-circuit TV feed to the Front Reception Room
Hallway observation of classrooms
Porte-cochere drive for student drop-off safe from rain and snow
Oversized restroom/dressing rooms
Clubhouses for students age 7 and up
Student homework room
Wireless Internet connection and laptop/cell plug-ins
The largest classrooms in the state; art work throughout
ARXX wall construction (tornado and wind resistant)
Fireplace and classical or Jazz music in Front Reception Room

To see more pictures of the CRS building, click here

Presenting cultural and performing arts, we’re a mid-range flexible theater
with state of the art LED lighting, projection screen, full theater draperies
and cyc/backdrops. CRS offers an intimate setting for professional dance
companies and musicians.
Full length ballets such as Paquita in 2014, Don Quixote in 2015,
Raymonda in 2016, or the Nutcracker, and CRS Fashion Shows are just
some of the events our students and community have participated in.

DANCE
CRS offers the foundation of all dance: Ballet and Pointe in the Vaganova
method (Russian style). We cross-train in Jazz, Tap, Hip Hop, Character,
Acting, Conditioning, Acrobatics, and Dance Tech! We start with students
as young as 3 years.

Our ALUMNI have also expressed the positive impact that Christine Rich
Studio had in their academic careers.
To see alumni comments, click here.
Our DANCE PARENTS also appreciate the high quality training and
experience their children have received at the Christine Rich Studio.
To see dance parent comments, click here.
To see what DANCE INDUSTRY LEADERS have to say, click here.

CLASSES FOR STUDENTS are taught year-round
starting from 3 years old to adult on a Fall, Spring, or Summer semester
basis. CRS offers a variety of classes carefully crafted to foster the
development of dance, rhythm, coordination, and performance art as well
as life skills such as self-motivation, responsibility, time management, selfvalue, assertiveness and much more.
With decades of experience, you can be assured that your child is
discovering more about themselves in addition to the joy of dance and
performance (in our spring Recital or Summer Dance Concert).
Classes open to beginners accept students of the correct age group.
Other non-beginner classes are classes “by placement” where a student
demonstrates knowledge and mastery of foundational skills required for
various upper level classes. The Notes section of the Class Schedule lists
any additional requirements.
Please call the Studio whenever you have a question about courses or what
subjects to take.
Students with experience who are new to our studio may call to schedule a
placement class. Technique is the focus throughout the Summer and Fall
with choreography emphasis in the Spring semester.
By clicking the GALLERY tab at the top of our website, you will find
photos and videos of each dance style.

PRIVATE LESSONS
Many students, from beginners to competition students take weekly private
lessons in such subjects as: ballet, getting on pointe shoes, hip hop, jazz,
tap, K-Pop, acrobatics and solo variations for YAGP or leads in the May
recital in the repertoire ballet. Please contact the office prior to a semester
start to get the best rates.

MASTERS CLASSES AT CRS
CRS brings in a master teacher from time to time so that the students,
parents and staff may experience a standout teacher who specializes in a
particular dance form. We have had Teachers of the Year by Dance
Magazine, teachers from the Russian Bolshoi Ballet, International teachers,
Teacher of the Year from Youth America Grand Prix and more.

ACCELERATED PROGRAMS -Excellence or Primary Program
Members
Ballet is the foundation of all dance styles and as such, we offer the largest
ballet program in the area for all ages and levels starting with Pre levels
age 3 through 9 and then a regular Vaganova based ballet program for
ages 10 through Adult.

However, knowing only ballet will not get you into a ballet company or
professional dance in today’s world. Therefore we created the Primary
Program and the pre-professional membership to the Excellence
Program, which it is worth your time to read about here. The largest
discount, privileges such as access to lower level classes for free and
discounts on Private lessons. Professional dance development and
greatness are made here.

DANCE PERFORMANCE
OPPORTUNITIES

ANNUAL SPRING RECITAL is the main (optional)
performance opportunity for all full-time dance students under the age of
23 for all classes except Dancer’s Conditioning, Adult, and Dance Tech
classes.
Not every studio presents a recital, but Christine Rich Studio chooses to
offer one providing our students with further education in the performance
and theatre arena.
Here are links to videos and pictures
from one of our Recitals. Our optional
Spring dance recital is a full theatrical
production with costumes, stage
make-up, and lights held in May.

Students delight in the opportunity to shine for their family and friends.
Seating is reserved and therefore anyone in a seat must have a ticket. CRS
students enter for free to sit in a student seating section for the 4 Year
Classes and older. Students 3 and younger may lap sit with their parent.
The Studio sells a commemorative t-shirt with the recital students’ names.
Choreography often begins in December.

SUMMER DANCE CONCERT is held towards the
end of the summer session—no costumes (class uniform instead), and no
parent volunteering. Students present short technique demonstrations or
short dance combinations for family and friends. Everyone always leaves
thrilled having had so much fun.
The annual Student Choreography Project is presented each Summer
Dance Concert. This is an exciting tradition when students are given the
opportunity to create their own choreography and perform it or set it on
other dancers to then be showcased for the live audience.

CRS YOUTH BALLET COMPANY
Pre Ballet through Ballet VI performs an annual excerpted repertoire ballet
at the May recital. In 2014 the ballet was Paquita with a guest dancer from
Joffrey Ballet Chicago and Becky Ramos and in 2015 it was “Visions of Don
Quixote” with Mr. Alberto and Ashley Thopiah. In 2016 “Raymonda’s
Dream” was danced by CRS principal Meena Jain and guest artist Alberto
Liberatoscioli. Pre-Ballet through Ballet VI are CRS Youth Ballet members.

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCES
Our advanced students have received a standing invitation to perform in
Chicago at the Dance Chicago festival each Fall. They perform in Future
Stars in downtown Chicago.
In April 2016 our advanced ballet and advanced Jazz students were
selected to dance in a professional show with all professional Chicago
dance companies at Fermilab, “Stars of Dance Chicago.”

We have also presented the full length ballets Nutcracker and Paquita in
addition to excerpts of numerous classical ballets and had the opportunity
to join the Champaign-Urbana Symphony Orchestra at Krannert Center in
January 2005 to present Peter and the Wolf.

DANCE COMPETITIONS
The CRS Comp Team includes students ages 4.5 to 19 years competing
ballet, jazz, acrobatics, contemporary, and tap routines in various dance
competitions, and we also prepare some of our older students for the
Youth America Grand Prix competition -- the premier international
ballet and contemporary dance compeition for ages 9-19.
CRS has had many successes with coaching our elite dancers and not only
medaled in the top categories at YAGP numerous times, but we have been
invited to the World Finals in NYC several times and finished in the top 12
which is an astounding feat!

This is the only competition attended by every major ballet company in the
world and completely different than typical “dance competitions”. It is
more highly regarded than the TV show So You Think You Can Dance. This
exposure to the movers and shakers of the dance world garners
scholarship attention for students as it did for one of CRS’ own Andrew
Cribbett who now dances professionally.

ENROLLMENT PROCEDURE
It’s easy! Go online to enroll! Go to www.ChristineRichStudio.com and at
the top click on the hot pink words “Enroll Now”. All students must be
enrolled at the Studio prior to attending a class. To enroll for any Fall,
Spring or Summer class, please go online completing your information and
agreeing to the “legalese” forms. New families and families with a age 6 or
younger student must complete and submit four days prior to the first class
a CRS Application found when you go to create your online portal. Please
read specifics before choosing whether to pay online with Visa or Master
Card. Fees may be paid by cash or check payable to CRS and sometimes
there is a discount for doing so.
To spread out check payments over a semester, pay by Installment checks
at CRS and please submit a completed Installment Agreement.
There is no registration fee.
The Studio fills classes on a first come first served basis for properly
completed enrollments.
The Class Schedule indicates class offerings, times, requirements and any
no-class dates. We will see you at your first class!

STUDENT LEVEL PLACEMENT
All students, regardless of age or years of training, will be placed according
to their degree of accomplishment, ability, maturity, enthusiasm, physical
stamina/strength, and commitment.
Students are always assessed throughout the semesters and a parent will
be notified if advancement in the summer, fall, or spring is warranted.

OBSERVATION
One week is designated each semester for in-class observation by the
families.
We also have “Open Hallway” any week except the first week of the fall
semester in addition to a TV feed in our large lobby.

PRACTICE
Students are encouraged to practice at home and at the studio 20 minutes
prior to class. This includes choreography, Dance Tech stretches, or use of
the Foot Stretcher.

COSTUMES are an important part of our May Recital. A $47 nonrefundable deposit is secured per costume between Oct-Dec and the
balance (if any) is turned in when requested. Costumes arrive between
February to the middle of April. Very young children (ages 2-5 years)
costumes are $55-80 approximately; grade school children costumes are
$65-100 approximately; large children, adult sizes, pre-teens, teens or
costumes with pants are $75-130 approximately; ballet costumes are $85290+ approximately.

Ballet VI soloists’ costumes are special orders of $300+.
Costumes are a close fit, not a custom fit. Therefore pinning or stitching
may be needed to better fit the costume to the body. Once the costumes
arrive, they are sent home in class and it is important that a parent check
the fit of the costume as any problems must be reported to CRS within 24
hours. Keep all of the costume parts together and in good order through
Picture Day and Recitals. More details are on the Costume Notice in
December. Occasionally, a need for an added part for a costume arises in
the spring semester, such as black shorts, leotard underneath if midriff will
show, a hair or shoe bow, etc.

RECITAL FEE
There is a non-refundable Recital Fee in the Spring semester enrollment for
performing students to try to offset the expenses associated with theatrical
details (the performing arts are very expensive), labor for event
production, staff, technical aspects and
general recital production. This was $52 per
recital student in 2017 and $42 per each
sibling thereafter.

RECITAL PARENT VOLUNTEERING
Additionally CRS relies, like any dance studio, on the gracious assistance of
parents of performing students for behind the scenes positions to enable a
safe and harmonious show during the recital. Without this parent help,
there is no show of this size and magnitude. Since the recital is optional,
we ask for an adult from each family to volunteer although your services
may not be needed. Single parents and parents of toddlers are given
special consideration. The heavy lifting positions have a credit in exchange
for work.

DRESS REHEARSALS
Instead of inconveniencing parents to bring their child for separate
evenings of technical dress rehearsals, we attend to these details during
each class as a convenience to families. A Dress Rehearsal is occasionally
held in May prior to the Recital.

RECITAL SEATING
As is custom in most dance recitals, family members must pay for a
reserved seat to attend to watch the recital. Many recitals charge students
to have a seat in the theater, however, our CRS students performing on
that evening will sit complimentary in a student section for ages 4 and up.
Ages 3 and younger may lap sit with their parent who can attend to their
needs and line them up for their dance if they perform that evening.
Students age 8 and older may be dropped off to recitals for participation.
Students age 2-7 must have a parent in the building with a purchased seat
to change them if they have multiple costume changes, or, to take care of
them throughout the show as we do not have babysitters. When there are
more than two recitals, the 6 and younger classes are in two recital nights
with the exception of the Pre-Ballet Class ages 5-6 who perform in every
recital night. Recital ticket prices ranged online in 2018 were $23 (Early
Bird Discounts) but $30/at the door (if not sold out).

INCLEMENT WEATHER
Classes generally only cancel if the University of Illinois closes due to
dangerous weather; however, there are no class refunds.
The Studio building is tornado/wind
resistant but if sirens sound, all
guests in the lobby will be ushered
into the interior of the building to join
students and staff.
During snow and slush days, we ask
that everyone entering the building
place their shoes in the shoe trays
along the waterfall mural in the
lobby. This keeps the floor and
carpet dry for our dancers who often
sit to put on their shoes.

LOST AND FOUND
Students and parents are responsible for all personal items and the Studio
is not responsible for lost or stolen items. Items found nightly will be
placed in the lobby dresser in one of the bottom two drawers labeled “lost
items” where you may check for your misplaced items.

USED SHOES
Many families give away their used tap, jazz or ballet shoes. If you would
like to donate shoes, simply tape a “Free” sign to the bottom of each shoe,
rubber-band together and put in our lobby dresser in one of the top two
drawers labeled “donated.” Families may then select from the donated
items for their needs.

ICE AT NIGHT
Ballet II and higher students are required to ice
their feet and ankles each night after a ballet
pointe class to keep feet healthy. This is a
safety habit that students need to develop and
parents need to monitor.

MUSCLE STRAINS
Strained muscles should be iced (crushed ice in
a sealed plastic bag, tied to affected area over skin or even better is to use
a bucket of ice water for ankles/feet or bathtub of water/ice for legs/hips)
for 20 minutes. Go to the gas station and buy a large bag of ice. Once
home, sit in tepid bath water and add the bag of ice so that your body can
adjust. Once you remove the ice, there should be no movement for 5
minutes as the area “thaws.” Repeat 2-3 times a day.
Sore muscles are lessened with hot baths of Epsom salt. Injuries/sprains
that don’t go away (typically from P.E. class) often must be seen by a
medical doctor with a note of any restrictions given to the dance teacher(s)
regarding recovery.
Our students engage in as much if not more training than typical athletes
and this should be pointed out to the doctor. The sport is usually listed as
“Ballet or dance” and the coach is CRS. Please insist on physical therapy or
sports training to speed recovery.
Teachers will do their best to modify your class so atrophy does not set in,
but students should adhere to their doctor’s guidance. Students with longterm recovery will be moved to lower level classes for their safety and may
find a possible reduction in any recital choreography.
Due to the odor, BenGay and Icy Hot may not be used in classes.
Using Arnica crème (non-odorous) and Arnica (all natural sublingual pills)
available at health food stores are just as effective.

HOMEWORK ROOM FOR STUDENTS
Students have access to their own “quiet zone”
room to do homework when they have a break inbetween classes. Parents also may use this room
to do computer work, grade papers, etc. as long
as it is quiet. Many of our dance students are
straight A students managing to do Advance
Placement Classes as well as daily dance classes.
Over the years, we have had several local
Valedictorians at the local high schools!
Outlets are available for technology. Wi-Fi access
is available.

PARENT QUESTIONS
It is difficult to sign up for dance classes and not be overwhelmed with all
of the procedures, etiquette, knowledge, flow, terminology, etc. The best
solution is not to remain quiet or confused; it is best to email
admin@christinerichstudio.com. CRS wants their parents to feel
empowered rather than overwhelmed with lack of understanding. Christine
also handles all questions regarding student progress so that the teachers
may stay punctual with their classes.

Christine is a seasoned and skilled professional with over 30 years of a
variety of experience that she continually draws from today. Starting from
the plains of Central Illinois, she has seen success in the likes of New York
City, Los Angeles, and Chicago in dance, movies and TV shows, fitness,
comedy, choreography, exercise patents, teaching dance and acting
students, producing shows and coaching dancers to the international level.

As an author and coach to children and parents, she
brings her years of observations to the public in a wellreceived book available on Amazon.com:

The Truth About Amazing Kids – A Simple Guide To
Transforming Your Child’s Life Overnight
Christine Rich has won the prestigious international
ballet competition Youth America Grand Prix
Outstanding Choreographer Award twice, in 2005
and 2011, and was the runner-up in 2013. She was also
the Outstanding Choreographer at the largest dance festival in the country
Dance Chicago 2004. She is listed amongst the world’s leading
choreographers.

Christine is passionate about challenging each student to their highest
potential at all times. While few students may venture on to a professional
dance career, there is value to training as though that is the case to
stimulate the excellence that resides within each student. That selfexcellence, once awakened, nurtured and practiced will serve each student
throughout life.
More here.

“Christine can take a student and make them a dancer,
then she can take the dancer and make them an artist.” -Watmora Casey (Internationally acclaimed ballet teacher, Winner of the
prestigious Outstanding Teacher Award at the NYC Finals of YAGP.
Contact us with any questions!
(217) 355-9265
admin@ChristineRichStudio.com [best option]
www.ChristineRichStudio.com
1402 Regency Dr West
Savoy, IL 61874

